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Integrating technology can seem like a formidable task to the K-12 educator. But what if there was a way to bring computers into the curriculum while saving time and engaging the learner? Online assessment can provide the regular classroom teacher with a painless and productive tool for testing with technology. Education World shows you how!
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Technology Tools | Tools you can use | Education World

The Space Force plans to implement a “holistic health and fitness” program that discards annual, widely-loathed PT tests.

Florida will divvy $866m for counties to improve internet. How Santa Rosa’s getting ready
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The timing has never been better for using technology to enable and improve learning at all levels, in all places, and for people at all backgrounds. From the modernization of IT to the proliferation and adoption of open (free) educational resources, the key drivers necessary to realize the transformative possibilities made possible by technology are (1)...
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Conclusion - Office of Educational Technology

The pandemic reignited the debate over shifting away from high-stakes testing to a more balanced assessment approach that’s part of the regular instructional cycle. Many parents and education leaders...
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